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Looking at the Outcomes of your project

Opportunity: Your project strengthens the capacity, capability and coordination of professional, social or 
community networks in agriculture-dependent communities to build drought resilience

Objectives: Your project had the following objectives 
: Increase social connection in local networks;
: Increase community engagement, a shared sense of purpose and community belonging;
: Increase access, participation, and diversity in network participation;
: Improve coordination and collaboration between social networks, other community organisations and sectors in 
local communities

Describe how your project has delivered on each of these objectives dot points, and how you have measured this:

Describe how the project has helped the community be more resourceful, adaptable, and thriving so they can be 
more prepared for and resilient to the impacts of drought, and include how you measured this:
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75-84 85+

< 15 65-74

What was the total number of project participants  / people involved?

What was the total number of events / activities / forums / conferences or events held?

Demographics of participants: 
Please select the age group/s of project participants - (select as many as appropriate):

< 15 15-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74

Please select the main age group that represents the highest majority of total project participants (select 1 group only here): 

75-84 85+

< 15 15-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84
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Select the main gender of your Network participants: 

Are you aware of your local Drought Innovation Hub:
Yes No

Have you connected with your local Drought Innovation Hub: 

Yes  No Unsure
Have you thought about, or do you plan to participate in Regional drought resilience planning?     Yes    No  Unsure

Select the sectors of Network participants:  Farm   Research       NRM /     Not for Profit/     Consultant    Off-farm    Government
Business    Institute        LLS           Community Business     Agency

organisation

(tick all that apply)

Gender      Disability     Partner/
Spouse

 First Nations        Inter-               New            General         Multi- 
                            generational  Residents    community    cultural       

85+

With the main age group selected above- please indicate by %, how many % were in that age group:

If required please indicate a second age group, representing the next most represented age of project participants:

15-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64

If a second age group of project participants, please indicate by % what that age group represents: 
If a third age group of project participants, please indicate by % what that age group represents, and the group it is: 

Was there diversity in participation: 
(tick all that apply) 

Have you used either the DR-SAT or Climate Services for Agriculture (CSA) tools? 

If you have used these tools were they useful?
Yes           No     Unsure

Yes No Unsure

KristyShay
Cross-Out



Need help? Phone 1800 170 020 or email us: futuredrought@frrr.org.au

*Helpful information

*Networks definition- Networks are informal or established groups of people that meet to facilitate professional, social and community
connection, resulting in improved community wellbeing over time.

*Drought Resilience definition - Drought resilience means the ability to adapt, reorganise or transform in response to changing
temperature, increasing variability and scarcity of rainfall and changed seasonality of rainfall, for improved economic, environmental
and social wellbeing.
The Future Drought Fund’s vision is an innovative and profitable farming sector, a sustainable natural environment and adaptable rural,
regional and remote communities — all with increased resilience to the impacts of drought and climate change.

*Drought Resilience Research and Adoption:
https://www.awe.gov.au/agriculture-land/farm-food-drought/drought/future-drought-fund/research-adoption-program

*Farm Business Resilience:
https://www.awe.gov.au/agriculture-land/farm-food-drought/drought/future-drought-fund/farm-business-resilience-program

*Drought Resilience Leaders:
https://www.awe.gov.au/agriculture-land/farm-food-drought/drought/future-drought-fund/drought-resilience-leaders

Please provide any feedback from program participants (quotes, testimonials, photographs, promotional 
materials, media articles, survey or feedback comments):

As a result of this completed project, describe how the diversity of your network has increased eg. 
cultural, gender, age, disability or business sector: 
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This Opportunity type form: 
You will simply load into your portal when prompted, whilst you're completing the FRRR Final Report.

Are you satisfied with the growth of your 
Network ?

Are you satisfied with the growth of working with 
other community groups / organisation's within 
your community / region ?

If there were challenges working with other 
groups please select the reason ? 

How much do you feel your network has grown 
by in member numbers ?

How many community groups / organisations has 
your group networked or grown with other 
community groups / organisations within your 
community / region ?

How much growth working with other Sectors? 
eg. business / gov't / consultant's ? 
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	Organisation Name: Upper Mooki Landcare & Tamworth Regional Landcare
	Project Title: “Regenerative Practices on the Liverpool Plains: Learning & Working Together to Build Drought Resilience”.
	Increased coordination/collaboration of your network with other community organisations or sectors: INCREASED CO-ORDINATION AND/OR COLLABORATION OF OUR NETWORK WITH OTHER COMMUNITY ORGANISATIONS   This project was a collaboration and extension of the existing network with Tamworth Regional Landcare and Upper Mooki Landcare.  The NorthWest Regional Agricultural Landcare Facilitator and  Local Landcare Co-ordinator Liverpool Plains provided significant support. Other community groups that became involved with this project have included the Parents & Friends committees from both Blackville and Willow Tree Public Schools for catering, The Mulloon Institute with an  information session about their services, and research staff from the University of New England.  Organisations that provided professional input included Accountable Agriculture Australia, Resource Consulting Services and Local Land Services Senior Project Officer. We used personal contacts, social media on our own UMLC page, a short article in "The Land" newspaper, and the North West Land Care network to promote our events to a wider audience than usual.  Accordingly, participants came from well outside the "usual" geographic area e.g.Southern and Northern Tablelands, Central and Mid North Coast, and Central Slopes.
	Increased Social connection to be better prepared for drought in the future:  Upper Mooki Landcare and Tamworth Regional Landcare partnered to provide a series of 3 workshops/field days in the southern part of the Liverpool Plains, North West NSW.  Each day focused on different strategies for drought preparation:  "Get In Touch" Landscape Rehydration In Practice (12th May 2022); "Keep In Touch" Resource Consulting Services (15 June 2022); and Earthworks for Rehydration (12th August).    All workshops were conducted on site by members of Upper Mooki Landcare Inc who were part of the Upper Mooki Catchment Rehydration program, and highlighted aspects of their works on properties that were supported by this large program.  In addition, a 1:1 mentoring program commenced, with eight attendees from the workshops being matched with eight experienced and recognised landowners who have been working to implement regenerative practices to build drought resilience for  up to 20 years.  This program provided funding to the mentors for their time, with two on site visits and four to six phone calls as follow up support for mentees. 145 people attended in total, and came from the Mid North Coast, Lower and Upper Hunter Valley,  the Liverpool Plains,  North West Slopes and Plains, New England, Southern Highlands and Central Slopes regions of NSW.  All presenters were experienced and used facilitating strategies to engage participants with questions and discussions.  Facilitators and "hosts" were mindful of making introductions between participants and "drawing in" participants to conversations.  Excellent food was provided at each workshop by local school Parents and Friends Associations, and ample time was made to allow participant networking to occur.  Social Connection was measured by post workshop monitoring surveys including questions regarding new friendships; Pre and Post workshop evaluation re Preparedness for drought was included in workshop evaluations, and  %shift figures are included below.            
	Increased Awareness: 
	 changed attitudes and encouraged preparedness for FD: The numbers of attendees (145) indicates that landowners and community are interested to prepare for future drought.  26 attended the Accountable Agriculture Rehydration Workshop, 68 attended the RCS Grazing Management Workshop and  Feedback questions were used to measure changes in awareness, attitudes and preparedness such as: "Would you consider adopting changes to farm practices following the workshop?" There was a total % shift of 43% of pre and post ratings regarding initial knowledge and increased knowledge after workshops on Rehydrating the Landscape and Earthworks for Rehydration, "Has this workshop helped you with tackling the challenges of a changing climate?"  57% of attendees at the Rehydrating the Landscape gave a positive response to this question, 100% of attendees at the Grazing Managment gave a positive response, and 66% of attendees at the Earthworks for Rehydration gave a positive response.       

	Number of events held: 4
	Number of project participants: 145
	Connect with Drought Hubs: Unsure
	REG DR Planning: Yes
	Aware of Hub: Yes
	Age Under15: Off
	Age 15-24: Off
	Age 25-34: Yes
	Age 35-44: Yes
	Age 45-54: Yes
	Age 55-64: Yes
	Age 65-74: Yes
	Age 75-84: Yes
	Age 85 & Over: Off
	% attendees Main Age group: [50%]
	% attendees secondary age group: [20%]
	Main gender of participants: [Male]
	Participants: Consultant: Yes
	Participant: NFP or community org: Yes
	Participant: Farm Business: Yes
	Participant: Research institute: Yes
	Participant: muti-cultural: Yes
	Particpant: New residents: Yes
	Participant: general community: Yes
	Participant: Intergeneration: Yes
	Participant: Disability: Yes
	Participant: First Nations: Yes
	Participation: Gender: Yes
	Main Age group: Main Age 45-54
	Program participant feedback:  GENERAL FEEDBACK: LANDSCAPE REHYDRATION: "I liked how informal the day was , & how everyone was interested in learning from some very knowledgeable people ".  "Well run day its great to get out in the paddock and see whats going on". "Database of other graziers willing to share their knowledge and experience." "We need more days like this". "Catering excellent. Venue really good. I'd like technical diagrams showing best places in stream for slowing structures. I know about stream order, but it would have been handy to have a diagram (they're easy to find on geography sites)"."It's good to do things like this with like-minded positive people" GRAZING MANAGEMENT DAY :  "It’s just really good to visit somewhere where people are practicing these ideas and showing good results, challenges and discussing improvements, it’s really encouraging, thanks".  "Perhaps the use of Multispecies pasture, what works what doesn't & some varieties that will assist not only in land regeneration but stock health including worm tolerance etc". "More great examples of Regen Ag done well". "Great Day good information and discussion. Thanks for organising the day!!!!". "What about doing a meet and greet to create some more networks, there were graziers from all over the place and would be great to continue the conversation after the day". EARTHWORKS FOR REHYDRATION DAY: "Would be good to see mid summer when not so wet and cool to check effects on grass growth below banks and penetrometer readings ect.".  "Great day considering the weather! Was very interesting interacting with other farmers and seeing what they had implemented!"  "Great day all-round, well organised and run - especially given the weather". "thank you, its great to be able to hear from others who are focused on land rehydration and be able to see other properties that are implementing strategies (as well as hear about what has worked, not worked and planned for the future). thanks again!". "I found it difficult to get up to speed fast enough to be able to contribute to discussions effectively.  Maybe if some background info was sent out before the meeting". "A great day despite the challenges of the wet.Food and company were exceptional! Nicky was a wonderful host and made me feel so welcome - thank you :)". "More sunshine please -The demonstration of swales". "It was all enjoyable and really well organised". "Thank you so much for a wonderful day. Congratulations". "Great to see the swales with water in them". "Always good to get out in the paddock. I thought Tim was the best I've heard him"." Maybe some background on the project as a whole and a little more context up front beforehand. Fabulous smoko and lunch - thank you for a great day!". "Viewing working swales." " "More clarity at the start of the session on what the basics of the day were about. The presenters know their own projects and have a deep undersanding of the subject, however some attendees weren't anywhere near that level yet, so had trouble catching up".A Regional Bank Manager at the Earthworks for Rehydration day commented that he would be recommending that his agricultural clients attend workshops focusing on these themes.   MENTOR FEEDBACK:  The Mentor program commenced after the 3 workshops and is still in progress.  Feedback to date from the mentors includes:CC:  "I had the pleasure of spending 2 half day sessions with A and M. They are good thinkers and looking at a variety of ideas to work with their landscape challenges, including managing water, building soil with organic matter, and increasing community dynamics (interactions within a biodiverse community).  I look forward to continuing our relationship". WC:  "Initial communications between CS and myself would suggest an appropriate match. C, with husband A, manage dynamic and complicated multiple enterprises. While there is pressure to institute regenerative agricultural practices, such as short term-high density grazing, it is very challenging with breeding enterprises and little funding for necessary infrastructure. Planning is under way for future interactions" RO: "This note is a feedback on the project mentoring work, where I was paired with RG from in Gunnedah.I visited Skipton Farm where R runs a mixed operation with poultry, grain and cattle on 29th September.We reviewed R's impressive tree plantings; some grazing paddocks where R wanted to slow, and reverse some erosion concerns;  a gully that R has started revegetating and planted trees in, and wants to stop gully formation and return the area to a series of ponds and gilgai areas. On 29th October, R visited us at The Oaks, where we reviewed swale construction;    gully breaks and overflow structures; an example of a leaky weir structure; multi species permanent pasture - to build permanent groundcover, root depth, water holding and soil structure; grazing options - subdivision hotwire fencing, waterpoint options, and temporary fencing options.  I feel that there was good exchange of ideas and experiences in both directions.R is a real tree specialist, and a great resource aligned to the Gunnedah Landcare organisation (I purchased a number of trees and have already planted about half).  I believe there is opportunity and a lot of un-met demand from rural and urban for sourcing trees, plus riparian plants such as phragmites, and cumbungi. We plan to keep in touch on our projects as they progress, and I believe R's plans  should make a real difference.  As a rural networking exercise this has been very successful, and I would recommend we do more of this". As an organiser, I would like to continue to develop the networks as part of ongoing education provision, and I would consider using participant databases to directly contact participants at these workshops to invite to future events, with a "bring a friend" specific invitation.  
	Describe how the diversity of your Network has increased: The four components of this program showed different interests of the attendees eg The grazing management workshop had a larger component of younger people than the landscape and earthwork rehydration workshops.   Attendees from various networks and businesses was significant, with business, banking and research sectors being present at various workshops as indicated above.     Diversity of participants is indicated in the checklist above. 
	Participant: Gov't Agency: Yes
	Participant: Off-farm Business: Yes
	% attendees third age group: [30%]
	Third age group if required: [65-74]
	Participant: Partner / spouse: Yes
	Participant: NRM / LLS: Yes
	Describe how the project has helped the community be more resourceful, adaptable and thriving so they can be more prepared for and resilient to the impacts of drought: This project has provided community members (who came from as far as the the Southern and Northern Tablelands, Mid North Coast and North West NSW) with knowledge that there is access to expert practitioners, both peers and professionals, who are able to provide knowledge across a range of drought preparation strategies.  This preparation will increase resilience to drought impacts.  All speakers and mentors are recognised by their peers and within industry  eg by Landcare awards, and are sought after as speakers and presenters on an ongoing basis at business functions, State and National Conferences.   A number of attendees at the workshops and in the mentoring program are part of multigenerational farming families, and the adaptation of demonstrated drought preparation/resiliance strategies should assist these families to develop their drought management skills.  Our measurement of preparation for drought was covered by feedback to the question "Will this field day help you tackle the challenges of a changing climate?" Our feedback return numbers were disappointing, although sheets were handed out on the day, and were also emailed to the final workshop participants.   However, 57% of participants in the Landscape Reydration answered "yes"; 66% in the Grazing Management day responded "yes" and 100% in the Earthworks for Rehydration Day responded positively. Some quotes reflecting action are included here:  LANDSCAPE HYDRATION DAY: "A great example and can this be applied to other regions?? That needs to be explored more."GRAZING MANAGEMENT DAY:1. “If people walked away and adopted the regenerative grazing management principles as Matt outlined them, and Maddy and Hugh displayed, an outcome would be an increase in vibrant rural communities.Additionally, we find a key outcome of RCS Field days is networking and connection. Bringing producers together with peers, to learn together, be inspired together. It brings motivation, support and ideas sharing to producers. This also has benefits to mental health, less isolation, community connection, less feeling alone". 2.  " I really enjoyed this field day and it was the first time that I have done anything/ looked into regenerative ag. My mind was full of information and it took a couple of days to process all that was offered. Looking forward to attending more in the future!"3.  "More specific analysis of the farm we went to would be helpful rather than a general overview of grazing management and then a tour. Maybe even have the tour first then go back for a better discussion". 4.  "Perhaps the use of Multispecies pasture, what works what doesn't & some varieties that will assist not only in land regeneration but stock health including worm tolerance etc" EARTHWORKS FOR REHYDRATION DAY:  1.  "The content was very relevant because it was a up-to-date snapshot of what landholders are implementing and testing on their land - cutting edge, exciting stuff"2.  "Presentations of the subject matter provided a great overview with great onsite viewing of outcomes".  
	Your objectives from the Opportunity Type#1: Increase social connection in local networks: Such has been the interest in our drought preparation topics and workshops, that we suceeded in bringing people together from differing backgrounds and occupations eg retired townspeople; farmers with grazing only operations, farmers with mixed farming operations; a regional  banking advisor; University researchers and Masters level students, consultants; Landcare and Local Land Services and Catchment Management Authority staff.  We have measured this by noting down occupations of participants. Increase community engagement, a shared sense of purpose and community belonging:  Overall, here were 145 participants across the 4 programs, with 26 attending the Re-hydration day, 63 attending the Grazing Management day, 40 attending the Earthworks day (which had to be postponed due to wet weather with a significant number then not able to attend).  Our mentor program was full, with 8 each of mentors and mentees.  100% of those attending the Grazing Management workshop noted that they had met new people. We have engaged with other sections of community to assist in providing these workshops, from local schools, using social media, radio and print media to publicise the workshops. It is difficult to gauge how to measure the success of these as we did not ask a "how did you hear about this event" or "why did you come" question in our feedback sheet.   Increase access, participation, and diversity in network participation:  We conducted informal risk assessments and were aware of making sites accessible to all eg slashing areas for access in a creek walk and  upland sites, ensuring that those who may have found longer walks to access sites were provided with transport in an appropriate vehicle. We provided masks and sanitisers to ensure we were following current Covid guidelines.  We ensured that we provided accessible access to venues and bathrooms.  We ensured that dietary requirements were catered for. We specifically invited Traditional Owners to workshops, although only one of the three workshops attracted Traditional Owners.  We noted a multicultural presence with attendees originally from Argentina, Ireland and The Phillipines. Improve coordination and collaboration between social networks, other community organisations and sectors in local communities:  Providing this program has required considerable time, co-ordination and collaboration between project leaders and members of UMLC who hosted the days.  We collaborated with  Local Land Services and TRLA staff, and liased with the other community groups who became involved, such as Resource Consulting Services, Mulloon Institute and school groups providing catering.   Existing links have strengthened between these groups.
	Are you satisfied with the Network growth: [Satisfied ]
	How much growth working with other Sectors: [2 sectors]
	By how much has group to group connections grown: [5 group's / organisation's]
	Are you satisfied with growth of working with other community groups: [Satisfied]
	If there were challenges working with other groups: [Too much happening across the community ]
	By how much has your network grown in member numbers: [Doubled ]
	Is DR-SAT / CSA useful: Unsure
	Have you used DR-SAT or CSA: Unsure
	2nd age: 2nd Age 25-34


